Canada Neuroscientist Slams H1N1 Vaccines
Researcher Dr Chris Shaw (PhD, UBC) says GlaxoSmithKline’s product
information leaflet for its H1N1 vaccine doesn’t carry nearly
enough safety data
Chris Shaw, a neuroscientist at the University of British Columbia, had his
teenage son vaccinated with most of the recommended shots. But then he
started studying some of the ingredients commonly found in vaccines. What
he discovered caused him to go cold turkey on all shots for his six-year-old
daughter. And that includes the vaccine for the H1N1 flu. There is no H1N1
vaccine safety data at all for several groups of people—pregnant women,
people aged over 60, kids aged 10 to 17, and children under three. For kids
three to nine years old, there is only “very limited” data. The product leaflet
mentions a study in which the company injected the vaccine into pregnant
rats. It found “an increased incidence of fetal malformations” and “delayed
neurobehavioural maturation”. Also, the amount of mercury in the
nonadjuvanted H1N1 vaccine does actually exceed the daily safety level for
pregnant women. Shaw is also concerned about Canad a’s monitoring of the
side effects of vaccinations, calling the system “flimsy”. H1N1 has about the
same death rate as hernias. But we don’t see scary front-page headlines for
months on end about hernias.
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USA Swine Flu Poll - Vaccine Unsafe
Nearly half of parents now don't intend to have their children vaccinated
against the swine flu virus. Others continue to steer clear as a result of
undiminished skepticism about the safety of the vaccine itself. Despite federal

reassurances, a third of Americans say they're not confident it's safe, much
like the 30 percent who said so last month. And 66 percent of adults say they
themselves don't plan to get vaccinated - up from last month. People who
think the government has exaggerated the dangers of swine flu are only half
as likely as others to plan to get vaccinated.
Gary Langer, ABC News

UK Parents Reject Mass Swine Flu Vaccine Campaign For Healthy
Children
HEALTHY British children aged under five will be the latest group to receive
the swine flu jab, it was announced yesterday. But many worried parents are
expected to shun the vaccine over fears it is not safe. Jackie Fletcher, who
runs Jabs, a support group for parents who believe their children have been
affected by vaccines, said: “Even though the Government says the drug is
safe I do not believe they have sufficiently answered enough questions about
it yet." A recent survey found nearly half of Britons have doubts about the jab.
One Click Note: David Cameron's Conservative Party wishes to extend the
Swine Flu Vaccine campaign to all under-25s in Britain. This is a crystal clear
indicator of the Conservative Party's links with the pharmaceutical industry, in
particular Pandemrix vaccine manufacturer, GlaxoSmithKline. This comes
with the Department of Health having massively over ordered the Swine Flu
vaccines, now being rejected around the nation. T his is very handy
information to have prior to the oncoming General Election. Parent Power
Rules.
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My Boy's Agonising Death After Swine Flu Vaccine
Little Finlay loved the water, with a big smile on his face as he happily
splashed around in the sink
Doctors reported the case to the Paul Ehrlich Institute as a possible result of

a deadly reaction to the virus inoculation. Mother Yvonne B. (34), a nurse for
the elderly in Berlin, said: “Finlay was born with a heart defect and damaged
lungs. He had been operated on four times. Now he was waiting in hospital
for a new heart and a new lung. He was doing quite well. We went out with
him everyday. He played in the leaves and liked to watch birds.” Doctors told
the parents that the tot should be inoculated, mirroring the advice of the
standing committee on vaccinations. In the afternoon the boy was vaccinated.
On the next day he was still laughing and happily playing around in the
leaves. But in the night, his condition suddenly worsened. He vomited and
fluid got into his lung. The organ failed, and then so did his heart. The parents
consented to an autopsy of their son. The Pathological Institute said
yesterday they couldn't exclude a vaccine connecti on.
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